BITE-SIZED BIOLOGY: BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION | GRADE 3
Overview
In this onsite field trip, students encounter key concepts and vocabulary for
Grade 3 science including fossils, natural selection, and adaptation.
Students begin by creating their own fossil to take home. Students then
handle replicas of real fossils and view animal skulls and teeth from the
museum's collection, record observational data about them, and work
together with peers and museum staff to make inferences about various
animals’ environments and adaptability.
Standards
NGSS 3-LS4 (1-4): Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity
3-LS4-1: Analyze and interpret data from fossils to provide evidence of the organisms and the environments in
which they lived long ago. Students will handle and analyze tooth fossil replicas from three extinct animals to identify
various types of fossil data (shape, size, shine, sharpness). With guidance from a museum educator, students will make
inferences about the animals based on the data they have collected, including the animals’ approximate size, diet, and
closest living relative.
3-LS4-2: Use evidence to construct an explanation for how the variations in characteristics among individuals
of the same species may provide advantages in surviving, finding mates, and reproducing. Students will
consider, observe, and handle real-world examples of plant and animal characteristics that enable survival and
reproduction, including two species common in Maryland: peppered moths and maple trees.
3-LS4-3: Construct an argument with evidence that in a particular habitat some organisms can survive well,
some survive less well, and some cannot survive at all. Students will analyze real skulls and teeth of three animals
(African warthogs, sharks, and horses) to identify the adaptations that enable these animals to survive and thrive in
their native habitats. With guidance from a museum educator, students will discuss what would happen if any two of
these animals swapped environments—would their adaptations help them survive in their new environments? Why or
why not?
3-LS4-4: Make a claim about the merit of a solution to a problem caused when the environment changes and
the types of plants and animals that live there may change. Students will revisit three species previously discussed
in the program and consider imaginary shifts to the environments of each of the species (peppered moths, roses, and
horses). Students will brainstorm potential ways each species might adapt to survive, and learn about real-world
examples of how the species (or similar species) have adapted to survive the very same challenges.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY: Speaking and Listening
CCSS.ELA.LITERACY.SL.3.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups,
and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing
their own clearly. Students will engage with a museum educator, peers, teachers, and chaperones during fossil
identification and animal observation activities.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.3.2: Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or
information presented in diverse media formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally. Students will
encounter presentation of information in a variety of media formats, including visual and quantitative presentations
throughout the museum, oral presentations from the museum educator, and video presentations by external
organizations including the Smithsonian Institution. Through various activities, students will determine the main ideas of
presented information.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.3.3: Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering
appropriate elaboration and detail. Students will engage with a museum speaker to ask and answer questions
related to presented information.

Exhibitions & Materials

Featured exhibition: Origins of the Teeth
Non-exhibit artifacts:
Tooth fossil replicas (Megalodon, Iguanodon, Tyrannosaurus Rex)
Shark teeth
Maple seeds
Graphics and photographs: Megalodon, Iguanodon, Tyrannosaurus Rex drawings and size comparison graphic,
peppered moth photographs
Student supplies: clipboards, pencils, Fossil Observation worksheets, Crayola Model Magic, gift box, wax paper

Program Introduction
INTRODUCE: Museum, Museum Educator, and Program
We are the National Museum of Dentistry. We are located in Baltimore at the University of
Maryland, Baltimore because the University of Maryland School of Dentistry is the oldest dental
school in the world. Our mission is to celebrate the history and future of oral health.
Third graders can visit our museum to learn about BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION, or the theory that
organisms living on the Earth today developed from other organisms that lived long ago.
PROGRAM FORMAT: In this program, students rotate through three stations. Groups under 25
students may proceed together through Stations 1-3 in order. Groups between 25-50 students may
divide in half, with one group starting at Station 1 (proceeding 1-2-3) and another starting at Station
3 (proceeding 3-1-2). For groups with more than 50 students, museum staff will determine how best
to proceed.
Station 1: Museum Atrium
Define & Discuss
In addition to studying living animals, scientists who want to understand biological evolution must
also study animals that no longer exist anywhere on earth. How scientists do that? (Fossils)
A FOSSIL is a piece of physical evidence that an extinct plant or animal once lived on Earth.
What does it mean to say that a plant or animal is EXTINCT? (It is no longer found anywhere on
Earth.)
Fossils can take many forms. Examples include:
Preserved remains, such as dinosaur bones. These types of fossils can tell us about what an
organism looked like.
Traces left behind, such as preserved footprints, burrows, or nests. These types of fossils can
tell us about how an organism behaved.
Impressions of an organism or its parts, such as the stamp of a leaf left behind in rock or
mud.
PRESERVED TEETH CAN BE FOSSILS. Teeth are some of the most common types of fossils in the
FOSSIL RECORD (a term used by scientists to describe all of the fossils we have and all of the history
we have learned from them).
This is because most animal teeth, including human teeth, have a strong outer coating called
ENAMEL. Enamel is extremely tough. When animals are alive, their enamel protects their teeth
from cracks and cavities. When animals are no longer alive, their enamel helps preserve their
teeth.
DENTAL CONNECTION: You have enamel on your teeth, too! Your enamel is what makes your
teeth shiny and strong. How do you keep your enamel healthy? (Brush twice per day, floss once
per day, and make healthy choices about what foods you eat!)
WE CAN LEARN FROM FOSSILIZED TEETH. We can observe and compare fossilized teeth to make
inferences about the animals to which they belonged, and specifically, their sizes and diets.
Fossilized teeth can also provide clues about an extinct animal’s modern living relatives.
Activity
LETS MAKE A FOSSIL! (Supplies: Crayola Model Magic, markers, shark teeth, gift box, wax paper)
SETUP: Each table should be set up with Model Magic for each student (a ball approximately 1"
in diameter), markers, shark teeth.
INSTRUCT: Students should prepare their Model Magic by forming it into a thick disc. Students
should use the permanent markers on the table to write their names on one side of their discs,
then make an impression into the other side by stamping their shark tooth into it.

Activity
LETS MAKE A FOSSIL! (CONT'D)
ALLOW FOSSILS TO DRY: When student fossils are finished, students should double-check that
their names are on their fossils. Fossils can be left on tables. Museum staff or chaperones can
pack fossils into gift box (using wax paper for multiple layers) for groups to transport back to
school. Fossils should be allowed to dry for 72 hours before students take them home.
Station 2: ADA Theater
(Theater experience made possible through the generous support of the American Dental Association)

Activities
PLAY VIDEO: National Museum of Natural History in Washington, DC: How do paleontologists identify
dinosaur teeth? (https://youtu.be/1GiqIhLAFPI)
What two scientific skills did Dr. Carrano use to tell the difference between the dinosaur tooth
and the dinosaur claw?
OBSERVATION: Looking carefully at the details of an object to learn something about it
COMPARISON: Examining the similarities and differences between two objects
Even though the dinosaur tooth and the dinosaur claw were similar in size, Dr. Carrano could tell
them apart. What characteristics of the fossils did he observe and compare in order to tell them
apart?
Texture
Shininess
Sharpness
Shape
What characteristics of the other fossils did he observe and compare, and what information did
he learn from his observations and comparisons?
Shape & size: teeth from several different species of dinosaur with different types of diets
FOSSIL OBSERVATION (Supplies: Megalodon, Iguanodon, T-Rex tooth replicas; Megalodon,
Iguanodon, T-Rex drawings; shark teeth; Fossil Observation worksheets; Megalodon, Iguanodon,
Tyrannosaurus Rex size comparison; clipboards; pencils)
SETUP: Divide students into three groups.
INTRODUCE: These are life-sized copies of teeth from three animals that lived long ago but are
no longer found anywhere on earth.
Megalodon: ocean creature (show photograph)
Iguanodon: dinosaur (show photograph)
Tyrannosaurus Rex: dinosaur (show photograph)
INSTRUCT: Each group should observe and handle one fossil for about 3-5 minutes and work
together to complete the Fossil Observation worksheet. Using the worksheet as your guide,
record the data you observe about each fossil along with any INFERENCES (informed guesses)
you can make about each animal based on those observations. After 3-5 minutes, rotate.
REVIEW & REFLECT:
After each group has observed all fossils, review together using discussion key.
Follow-up questions:
WHAT IS A FOSSIL? (A piece of physical evidence that an extinct plant or animal once
lived on Earth.)
WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM OBSERVING FOSSILIZED TEETH? (Clues about prehistoric
animals and their environments, e.g. size, diet, and modern living relatives.)
WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM COMPARING FOSSILIZED TEETH? (Rough estimate of
relative size. Compare Megalodon, Iguanodon, T-Rex teeth vs. relative animal size.)
DENTAL CONNECTION: Humans are OMNIVORES. This means that our teeth are able to chew
plants and meat. Based on all we have discussed and observed, can you tell which teeth in your
mouth are good for eating plants? Which ones are good for eating meat?

Station 3: Origins of the Teeth
(Exhibit made possible through the generous support of the American Academy of the History of Dentistry)

Define & Discuss
Sometimes, an organism (or an entire species of organisms) has a trait that gives it an advantage in
surviving and producing offspring. This is called NATURAL SELECTION.
WHAT ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF NATURAL SELECTION IN ANIMALS?
Camouflage: some animals blend into their surroundings, making it difficult for predators to see
them. (show DARK peppered moth photograph and note peppered moths are common in
Maryland)
Mimicry: some animals MIMIC, or copy, traits of other animals in order to better survive.
Domesticated cats have evolved to mimic the sounds of human babies, which humans innately
respond to. This has helped domesticated cats survive by encouraging human care for them.
WHAT ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF NATURAL SELECTION IN PLANTS?
Spines: rose thorns and cactus spines ward off herbivore predators like rabbits and deer.
Seeds: maple seeds ("whirligigs") have evolved in shape such that they have wing-like structures
that help them drift along the wind. This helps the seeds spread far and wide, increasing the
likelihood that the species will survive. (show maple seeds and note they are common in
Maryland)
ENVIRONMENTS CHANGE. They might change temperatures. Water might become more scarce or
more plentiful. Certain organisms might migrate away or become extinct, and others might move in.
All of these factors can change the environmental conditions or availability of resources that
organisms need in order to thrive. Over time, species of organisms change to better suit their
environments. This is called ADAPTATION. Adaptation helps species continue to survive, grow, and
reproduce, in spite of environmental changes and challenges.
Activity
ANIMAL AND PLANT OBSERVATION (No supplies needed)
Evidence of adaptation, or the development of traits that can help species of organisms survive in a
particular environment, can be found among the animals in this exhibit. Observe as a group:
AFRICAN WARTHOGS have an unusual diet: they like to eat plant roots! This helps them survive
in the African savanna, where roots and grasses are plentiful. However, plant roots are located
under the ground. In what ways do you think the African Warthog's unique teeth (their large
front tusks) are an adaptation that helps them survive, grow, and reproduce in the African
savanna?
SHARKS hunt prey using their strong sense of smell. When a shark smells food, it charges toward
the food and then bites down very hard to catch it. This could be a risky behavior—what if the
shark’s teeth got stuck? What could happen? Luckily, sharks teeth have adapted to fall out very
easily, which helps keep them safe! Sharks have rows of new teeth constantly available to
replace any teeth that fall out. How does this adaptation help sharks survive in murky
oceans?
HORSES are native to North America where grasslands are plentiful. They have long, narrow
skulls with flat incisors at the fronts of their mouths. How has this adaptation helped horses
survive in North American grasslands?
What if two of these animals swapped environments? Would they survive? Join up with one or two
partners and discuss for 3-5 minutes. Return to the group to discuss why or why not.

Activity
SOLUTIONS TO ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE (No supplies needed)
We have talked about many different organisms today. As a group, let's consider a few of them
again—and what might happen to them if their environments changed in small or large ways. How
might each organism adapt to survive?
PEPPERED MOTHS: Imagine that a toxic chemical is released into all of Maryland’s water
sources. As a result, all of Maryland’s trees turn blue.
How would this environmental change affect the peppered moth? (No more ability to
camouflage with the brown trees)
How might the peppered moth adapt to survive? (Could migrate to another region of North
America where trees are still brown or adapt to appear more blue to blend in with the new
blue trees)
REAL-WORLD ADAPTATION: Peppered moths in North America tend to be darker in color
than peppered moths found in England. Why? Because England has a large population of
birch trees, which are white! (show photographs of dark and light peppered moths)
ROSES: Imagine Maryland’s deer develop specialized teeth that can easily pluck and discard
thorns from rose bushes. As a result, the deer begin to eat all of the roses they can find. How
might species of roses adapt to survive?
Adapt to look similarly to another flowering plant that is toxic for deer, such as daffodils,
foxgloves, or poppies (mimicry)
Adapt to release chemicals that smell bad to deer
REAL-WORLD ADAPTATION: Some plants that grow in deer-heavy areas have adapted to
release scents that are stinky to deer. You may enjoy the scent of lavender, but deer hate it—
and this protects lavender plants from becoming deer snacks!
HORSES: Imagine that forests begin to spread across North America, covering the grasslands
and eliminating much of the food source for horses. How might horses adapt to survive?
Move to South America in search of large, open plains
Adapt to eating a different kind of food
REAL-WORLD ADAPTATION: Another hooved animal with some similarities to the horse--the
giraffe--does not typically eat grass. Instead, giraffes prefer the leaves of tall trees. Giraffes
can eat from tall trees because they have adapted by developing long necks. Could horses
adapt similarly to their cousin, the giraffe, and develop longer necks to reach tall tree
leaves?
Program Conclusion
WHY DO THIRD GRADERS STUDY BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION? We live in a world that is constantly
changing--and always has been. By studying evolution and related concepts, including natural
selection and adaptation, we can better understand the Earth and the plants and animals who live
on it--as well as ourselves!
QUESTIONS?
TOUR THE MUSEUM: Following any programming, students, teachers, and chaperones may tour the
museum at their own pace and/or eat lunch in the atrium.
RETURN STUDENT FOSSILS TO TEACHER(S) TO TAKE HOME.
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What can we learn by observing fossils? In the table, record observations about
each fossil's shape, size, and sharpness. Use your observations to make inferences
about the animals they belonged to.

MEGALODON
SHAPE

Is the tooth
pointy or flat?

SIZE

Is the tooth
small, medium,
or large?

SHARPNESS

Is the tooth
sharp or blunt?

INFER

Based on your
observations
above, what can
you infer about
the animal this
fossil belonged
to? (Think about
the animal's size
and diet!)

CLOSEST LIVING
RELATIVE
Take a guess!
Which modern,
living animal is
most closely
related to the
extinct one?

IGUANODON

TYRANNOSAURUS REX
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What can we learn by observing fossils? In the table, record observations about
each fossil's shape, size, and sharpness. Use your observations to make inferences
about the animals they belonged to.

SHAPE

Is the tooth
pointy or flat?

MEGALODON

IGUANODON

TYRANNOSAURUS REX

Pointy

Flat

Pointy

Large

Medium

Large

Sharp

Blunt

Sharp

Megalodons were the largest
sharks ever to live on Earth!
Scientists estimate that
megalodons reached lengths
of up to 70 feet. That is the
length of two full-sized
school buses!

Iguanodons were mediumsized dinosaurs (much larger
than humans, but much
smaller than T-Rexes or
Megalodons). Accordingly,
their teeth are much larger
than ours--but much smaller
than those of the other
fossils we are observing.

The Tyrannosaurus Rex was
not the largest dinosaur ever
to roam the Earth, but they
were pretty close! We can
tell from the size of the TRex's teeth that they were
likely quite large.

SIZE

Is the tooth
small, medium,
or large?

SHARPNESS

Is the tooth
sharp or blunt?

INFER

Based on your
observations
above, what can
you infer about
the animal this
fossil belonged
to? (Think about
the animal's size
and diet!)

CLOSEST LIVING
RELATIVE
Take a guess!
Which modern,
living animal is
most closely
related to the
extinct one?

Megalodons were meat
eaters. Their sharp, serrated
teeth were very good at
shredding meat.

Iguanodons were plant
eaters. Their flat, serrated
teeth were very good at
chewing through tough,
fibrous plant matter.

T-Rexes were meat eaters.
Their sharp, serrated teeth
were very good at shredding
meat.

SHARKS

IGUANAS

CHICKENS

Modern sharks have genetic
links to the Megalodon.

The Iguanodon was named
for its teeth, which resemble
the teeth of modern
iguanas. This resemblance
indicates a likely ancestral
link.

Chickens--yes, chickens!-are the closest living relative
to the T-Rex. Chickens have
similarities in their bone
makeup and foot shape. Like
the T-Rex, chickens also lay
eggs.

35 feet

70 feet

33 feet

40 feet

